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It’s all about handwashing — and monitoring makes it happen.
Get your White Paper on The Handwashing Fix




Main Content


	5-Step Process



	The chain of cleanliness risk factors is led by poor handwashing. It is the #1 cited element in outbreak investigations. The risk of the unwashed hand has largely gone unaddressed because of the lack of standards and meaningful measurement tools.



Get Started	







	Monitoring Tech Changes Everything 



	Verified clean hands, ServeReady® Hands, protect brands and are emerging as a customer-valued reason to return – a new corporate asset.



Learn More






	Need Help?



Many of the hurdles to enhanced handwashing are organizational and likely beyond your direct control. Efficiency and income producing projects often delay or cancel handwashing initiatives. Overcoming starts with a plan and HandwshingforLife can help in planning for success.


Learn More
















The Core Handwash


Friction is a friend of effective handwashing. The new Handwashing For Life Core Handwash focuses on a professional technique as an option to the "sing happy birthday twice" directive.



Here is the process for you to follow when running water is available. Wet hands as a pre-rinse. Apply soap, …
 Learn More about The Core Handwash



SaniTwice® Core Handwash


Away-from-home food serving sites without water are growing in number as the public is so mobile and busy. They seek to snack or dine along their daily path, challenging mobile and catered food service operators. SaniTwice is an answer for those operators who seek good hand hygiene away …
 Learn More about The SaniTwice® Core Handwash
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Norovirus-Centered Clean Hand Definition
November 20, 2023 By Jim Mann 
Research to help Operators determine their Noro-E.coli-hep A risk factor.



This definition of a Clean Hand is an articulation in search of the science:



A Clean Hand in the foodservice and food …
Continue Reading about Norovirus-Centered Clean Hand Definition →




Food Safety Research Reveals New Handwashing Heroes
November 14, 2023 By Jim Mann 
Common ground drives budget sharing to defeat Norovirus



Too many times needed food safety research is buried by either a smothering budget or by an agenda to promote an individual position. In …
Continue Reading about Food Safety Research Reveals New Handwashing Heroes →




Comparing Pathogen Transfer Rates: Handwash vs. Hand Sanitizer
September 21, 2023 By Jim Mann 
Well before COVID, the FDA raised the suggested handwash time from “10-15” to 20 seconds. During COVID, the CDC reinforced the 20-second variant but without the science to support the change. Now that …
Continue Reading about Comparing Pathogen Transfer Rates: Handwash vs. Hand Sanitizer →
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Need Help Getting Your Handwashing Regimen Established & Maintainable?

Training for the Culture of Caring.

CareReady® Hands for Clinicians | ServeReady® Hands for the Kitchen | TouchReady® Surfaces for Staff & Guests

Differing departmental views on handwashing must be dealt with upfront in order to be properly considered along side competing efficiency or sales enhancing projects. These tools are designed for the project leader to engage cross-departmental staff and make proposed handwashing upgrades important to their success. Overcoming starts with a plan and HandwashingForLife® can help in planning for success.


	Next scheduled online workshop coming January 2022, contact us for details.


Learn More
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